Coronectomy of Deeply Impacted Lower Third Molar: Incidence of Outcomes and Complications after One Year Follow-Up
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: The purpose of present study was to assess the surgical management of impacted third molar with proximity to the inferior alveolar nerve and complications associated with coronectomy in a series of patients undergoing third molar surgery.

Material and Methods: The position of the mandibular canal in relation to the mandibular third molar region and mandibular foramen in the front part of the mandible (i.e., third molar in close proximity to the inferior alveolar nerve [IAN] or not) was identified on panoramic radiographs of patients scheduled for third molar extraction.

Results: Close proximity to the IAN was observed in 64 patients (35 females, 29 males) with an impacted mandibular third molar. Coronectomy was performed in these patients. The most common complication was tooth migration away from the mandibular canal (n = 14), followed by root exposure (n = 5). Re-operation to remove the root was performed in cases with periapical infection and root exposure.

Conclusions: The results indicate that coronectomy can be considered a reasonable and safe treatment alternative for patients who demonstrate elevated risk for injury to the inferior alveolar nerve with removal of the third molars. Coronectomy did not increase the incidence of damage to the inferior alveolar nerve and would be safer than complete extraction in situations in which the root of the mandibular third molar overlaps or is in close proximity to the mandibular canal.
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INTRODUCTION

Third molar extraction is the most common surgical procedure in the oral cavity and has been implicated in more than 50% of trigeminal nerve damage [1,2]. Complications occur intra-operatively or develop in the postoperative period; the complication rate related to third molar removal ranges from 4.6% to 30.9% [3,4]. The common reasons for extraction of the third molars in patients include multiple episodes of pericoronitis, pain, caries, orthodontic abnormalities, preparation for orthognathic surgery, and medical prophylaxis for cardiac surgery or endocarditis.

Surgical extraction of an impacted third molar is related to different degrees of extraction difficulty and complication risks, such as localised osteitis, postoperative infection, bleeding, periodontal defects, oroantral communication, fracture of the maxillary tuberosity or mandible, and peripheral trigeminal nerve injury [5-7]. Trigeminal nerve injury is a serious complication of surgical removal of the lower third molar, which results in a clinically relevant problem that deserves attention. The frequency of inferior alveolar nerve (IAN) damage after extraction of a third molar ranges from 0.26 - 8.4%, whereas the lingual nerve (LN) sensory deficit ranges from 0.1 to 22% [2]. The risk of nerve injury is evaluated based on radiographic evidence of an intimate anatomic relationship between the root of the mandibular third molar (MTM) and the mandibular canal (MC) using either two-dimensional (panoramic) or three-dimensional (cone beam computed tomography [CBCT], radiograph) [1]. The risk of IAN damage increases with increasing proximity of the root of the MTM to the MC.

Coronectomy is an alternative procedure to traditional extraction of MTM with fully developed roots in close contact with the MC. Evidence suggests that coronectomy is a good option for patients at risk of experiencing IAN injury [8], particularly for those with an increased risk of damage to the nerve. Several studies have demonstrated that coronectomy significantly decreases the risk of iatrogenic injury to the IAN, with some studies also suggesting a lower complication rate [9-12].

The aim of the present study was to assess the complication of third molar in close proximity to inferior alveolar nerve treated with coronectomy in a series of patients seen for third molar surgery.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

This prospective study included all patients with deeply impacted lower third molar with close proximity to IAN undergoing third molar surgery in Ziekenhuis Oost-Limburg, Genk, Belgium between January 2012 and July 2013. This study complied with the principles laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki, and the study was approved by the Ethical Committees of Ziekenhuis Oost-Limburg. All subjects agreed and signed informed consent forms before being included in the study.

During the preoperative examination, panoramic radiographs were taken of all patients with the Orthophos XG plus scanner (Sirona Dental Systems, Bensheim, Germany) and the position of the MC from the MTM region to the mandibular foramen in the front part of the mandible determined. The position of the MC in relation to the root of the impacted MTM was assessed by separately recording the presence of the superior and inferior corticated borders of the canal on the panoramic radiograph of the right and left sides of all patients (Figure 1).
The criteria for the inclusion of patients with impacted lower third molar in the study was based on the presence of one or more radiographic predictive signs on panoramic radiographs according to Rood criteria. These are: darkening of the root, interruption of the white line, diversion of the MC, narrowing of the root, dark and bifid root, narrowing of the MC, and deflected root. All patients that showed positive predictive sign on panoramic radiograph undergo CBCT using the Galileos CBCT scanner (Sirona Dental Systems, Bensheim, Germany) for confirmation. The criteria for exclusion was the presence of pathological tissue changes around the impacted lower third molar such as cyst or tumour.

For the group in proximity to the IAN, an additional CBCT scan was performed to ascertain the relationship between the third molar, MC, and other surrounding structures in three dimensions (Figure 2). The reformatted cross sectional view was examined to see the relation of lower third molar and MC. The absence of cortication between the canal and molar roots was considered the criteria for close proximity to IAN.

Upon completion, panoramic views were automatically generated and presented using Galaxis software (Sirona Dental Systems, Bensheim, Germany). These panoramic radiographs were annotated with the position of the IAN and used during the operation to guide the surgeon.

The anatomy of the root of the MTM in relation to the MC was examined on axial and cross-sectional CBCT scans of cases with close proximity to the IAN. The angulation of the MTM was also assessed in addition to the relationship between the root of the MTM and the MC. All patients with an impacted MTM root in close proximity to the IAN were scheduled for coronectomy.

**Surgical technique**

All procedures were performed by the same surgeon (L.V.) using the same approach. The surgeon’s experience included more than 10,000 third molar procedures. The surgical technique for coronectomy was as follows.

A full thickness mucoperiosteal incision was elevated with posterior buccal release. A conservative buccal trough was created using a round carbide bur on a surgical handpiece to allow access to the cementoenamel junction of the tooth. Care was exercised to maintain as much crestal bone height as possible by minimising the width of the buccal trough. After exposure was obtained, a Piezzo ultrasonic instrument with angulated head (Figure 3) was used to make a horizontal cut through the tooth at the level of the cementoenamel junction. Sectioning of the crown was performed without perforation through the lingual bone plate. The crown was delicately fractured and separated from the residual roots of the tooth using a straight elevator or chisel. Effort was directed at minimising any mobilisation of the residual roots. Upon removal of the crown, any sharp fragments of the retained tooth structure were smoothed using a diamond round bur with simultaneous copious saline irrigation.

The remaining enamel was typically reduced approximately 3 mm below the buccal crest of the alveolar bone. Surgical wound was closed primarily.

**Post-operative assessment of complications**

Data from follow-up appointments for patients with deeply impacted MTM treated with the coronectomy technique were collected 12 months after the operation.
The assessment and evaluation of all cases were done by the same surgeon who did the operation (L.V.). Each patient was reviewed, information on post-operative complications, such as periapical infection, delay healing, dry socket, pain, damage to adjacent structures, IAN injury, lingual nerve injury, root exposure, and migration of the root (Table 1), was collected. Pain considered complication was not the immediate post-operative pain but the pain that arise suddenly after the relief of initial post-operative pain and does not respond to analgesics. Nerve injury (lingual nerve and/or IAN) was evaluated by clinical assessment of patient symptoms and static light touch test. Root migration was evaluated by comparing the original root position to the cervical line of the adjacent lower second molar in immediate post-operative panoramic radiographs with that after 12 month.

### Statistical analysis

Patient and operational outcomes were summarized by associated complications using descriptive statistics: number of observations (n). Counts and Percentages are used to summarize categorical variables.

### RESULTS

Ninety six deeply impacted MTM with close proximity to IAN was found in 64 patients (36 females, 28 males). Coronectomy was performed on these 96 impacted MTMs. The age distribution of the patients is presented in Figure 4. None of the patients treated with coronectomy had lingual nerve nor IAN impairment. Eighteen coronectomy sites in 12 subjects (18.75%) presented with complications. The most common complication in our series was tooth migration away from the IAN (n = 14), followed by root exposure (n = 5) then delay healing, periapical infection and pain (n = 4 sites each). Some sites present with more than one complication. Re-operation to remove the root was performed in cases that presented with root exposure and periapical infection (Table 1).

Cases of dry socket and delayed healing were treated by wound debridement and irrigation, after which Alvogyl™ (Septodont; Saint-Maur-des-Fossés, France) paste dressing material was placed to control pain. These cases showed a good healing after treatment. Fractured of buccal mandibular plate was observed in two cases deeply impacted lower third molar, in these patients removal of the fractured plate, and smoothing of the surrounding bone was done with soft tissue closure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>Number of teeth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Migration away from Mandibular canal</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root exposure</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay healing/dry socket</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periapical infection</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buccal mandibular bone plate fracture</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration of the root towards the IAN</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual nerve injury</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAN injury</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage to adjacent structures</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IAN = inferior alveolar nerve.

### DISCUSSION

Pre-operative assessment is an important step to prevent IAN injuries during surgical removal of impacted mandibular molars. Establishing the relationship between the IAN and the root in three dimensions using CBCT gives an indication of the level of risk to the nerve during surgical removal [15]. Many authors believe that coronectomy is a reasonable and safe treatment alternative for patients who demonstrate an elevated risk of IAN injury with the removal of third molars [8-10, 16].

The incidence of impacted MTM with close proximity to the IAN in this series was slightly higher in female with a male to female ratio of 1:1.3. The higher incidence of impacted mandibular molars in females has been attributed to late root development compared to males [17] and the fact that female jaws stop growing when third molars just begin to erupt, whereas in males, jaw growth continues beyond eruption of the third molar [18].
None of our patients who underwent coronectomy reported any incidence of IAN injury. The reduction in the incidence of injury to the IAN found in the study is in agreement with Rentol et al. [11], who compared the incidence of injury to the IAN as a result of coronectomy and removal of MTMs in a randomised controlled clinical trial; they concluded that coronectomy preserves the IAN without increasing the risk of dry socket or infection.

The surgical skill/experience of the operator has been indicated to be one of the main risk factors for developing permanent sensory dysfunction in the distribution of the IAN after coronectomy [19, 20]. Jerjes et al. [19] indicated that patients treated by trainees have a higher prevalence of both IAN and LN paraesthesia, despite both groups of surgeons removing relatively equal numbers of teeth considered radiographically to be in close proximity to the IAN [19]. According to Umar et al. [12], permanent sensory disturbance in the IAN after third molar removal can be eliminated in high risk cases if operations are planned carefully (including CBCT) and performed by a skilled surgeon. The operating surgeon in our study has over 30 years of experience, which qualifies him to be considered as an experienced surgeon. The use of generated panoramic radiographs, as well as CBCT scans, to assess the relationship between the nerve and root of the third molar in three-dimensional view during the operation gives the surgeon a better understanding of the position of the IAN. The combination of an experienced surgeon and CBCT may be the reason for a lack of an increase in IAN damage in our study. However, an improved technique may also be a factor. The use of a Piezzo ultrasonic instrument makes coronal sectioning simpler and less traumatic compared to using a bur. In addition, the instrument allows less damage to the soft tissue and removes less bone. The angulated head of the Piezzo used to make the horizontal cut through the tooth at the level of the cementoenamel junction not only prevents perforation of the lingual plate, it also prevents damage to the surrounding tissues, which often occurs when a bur is used.

Root mobilisation has been described as the most common perioperative complication of coronectomy [21, 22], but we observed no cases of failed coronectomy owing to root mobilisation during the surgical procedure in our series, which can be the result of the method used for tooth sectioning. Mobilisation of the roots occurs when significant force is applied to fracture the crown of the tooth during the procedure; the use of a Piezzo instrument with angulated cutting head ensures clean sectioning of the coronal part of the tooth, requiring less force to detach the crown from the root.

CONCLUSIONS

The results indicate that coronectomy can be considered a reasonable and safe treatment alternative for patients who demonstrate elevated risk for injury to the inferior alveolar nerve with removal of the mandibular third molar. Coronectomy did not increase the incidence of damage to the inferior alveolar nerve and would be safer than complete extraction in situations in which the root of the mandibular third molar overlaps or is in close proximity to the mandibular canal.
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